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Microfabrication of transparent materials using femtosecond laser pulses has showed good potential towards 
industrial application. Maintaining pulse energies above the critical self-focusing limit produced filaments that 
were used for micromachining purposes. This article demonstrates two different fabrication techniques using fem-
tosecond filaments generated in water which is in contact with the transparent sample. Both methods yielded 
through holes made in soda-lime and fused silica glass samples which had thickness up to 1 mm. These fabri-
cated holes have an aspect ratio close to 20; moreover, the fabrication time is of the order of tens of seconds.
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1. Introduction

Femtosecond laser systems are widely applied in various sci-
entific and industrial fields (medicine, material research, metrol-
ogy, telecommunication, energy research, etc) [1]. Due to the 
forever growing industrial demand for quality and fast fabri-
cation of transparent materials, these laser systems are rapidly 
becoming a topic of interest in industry. Sapphire dicing, flat 
panel rapid cutting, hardened glass processing, light extractor 
fabrication for LED technologies, integration of microfluidic 
devices, diamond processing attain great attention from industry 
players. Microfabrication of transparent materials is becoming 
essential due to increasing industrial requirements of microme-
ter scale high-quality devices [2]. Though conventional meth-
ods (diamond drilling, water jet drilling, micro sand blasting) 
are still applicable [3], the production of cracks, low fabrication 
rates and aspect ratios, limitations towards 3D microfabrica-
tion may open new frontiers towards industrial applications of 
femtosecond laser microfabrication.

Femtosecond pulse microfabrication (high intensity-
TW/cm2) differs from low intensity (CW, nanosecond- kW/cm2) 
fabrication systems. High intensity pulses result in nonlinear 
absorption of energy whereas low intensity pulses can be ab-
sorbed by the material only if the energy of the photon is no 
less than the band gap of the material. At high intensity limits, 
certain materials cease to be transparent due to strong nonlinear 
absorption, thus enabling fabrication of virtually any type of 
material regardless of the wavelengths the laser is emitting [4]. 
Moreover, typical femtosecond pulses are two orders shorter in 
duration than the electron-phonon relaxation time thus the laser 
affected zone is vaporized faster than the energy can be trans-
ferred to the surrounding regions, making precision fabrication 
possible. Though the femtosecond laser appears superior to

other types of lasers in almost every aspect, currently, high aver-
age power and high repetition rate lasers are not very common. 
Therefore, optimization of the fabrication process is vital.

A great number of articles have been published on fem-
tosecond laser microfabrication of transparent materials where 
the main material removal mechanism is direct laser ablation. 
Ablation mechanisms can be implemented for material process-
ing using various fabrication strategies: front side and water-
assisted back side ablation [5–9], ablation enhanced by spa-
tial and temporal focusing [10–12]. In addition, alternative 
fabrication techniques are also present: chemical etching of 
laser induced bulk modifications [13–18], glass dicing tech-
niques [19, 20]. Although the above mentioned techniques are 
capable of producing relatively high-quality holes, the need 
for high numerical aperture (NA) focusing, fast motion transla-
tion stages can severely prolong the fabrication process. These 
limitations primarily occur because fabrication is typically per-
formed with parameters that are below critical self-focusing 
limits in order to avoid filamentation, which is an undesirable 
effect for the stated fabrication methods. Moreover, in the 
absence of optimal fabrication parameters, cracks and holes 
showing conicity are probable. [21]

In this work we present transparent material cutting and 
drilling results achieved with a fabrication setup that employs 
filamentation. By applying a water layer on top of the glass 
samples with the ability to change the thickness (from 0.6 to 
1.7 mm when necessary) of the layer and using a low NA ob-
jective, filaments can be created at the surface of the glass. 
Filaments are formed within the water layer. At the core of the 
filament, strong electron plasma generation and electron relax-
ation causes ablation at the surface or modifications susceptible 
to certain etchants in the bulk [22] of the glass samples. In this
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2D hole cutting and drilling technique filamentation is in fact 
fa-vorable because due to its surplus focusing abilities, 
complex z axis positioning systems and sharp focusing optics 
can be elim-inated. Moreover, it enables the use of 
galvanometric scanners in combination with f- theta lenses 
producing large scanning fields and scanning rates of the 
order of m/s or greater. The complexity of this system was 
brought to a minimum bearing in mind that non scientific 
personnel might be the end-user of such a system.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1: The experimental setup of the microfabrication system.

The experiments were carried out using the Yb:KGW fem-
tosecond laser system "Pharos" (Light Conversion Ltd). The 
two axis galvanometric scanners (ScanLab Inc.) were con-
trolled by fabrication software SCA (Altechna Ltd). Fig. 1 
shows a schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The 
laser beam was deflected by the scanners and focused with a 
100 mm f-theta lens on the glass samples. Drilling and cutting 
was carried out in soda-lime glass (thickness - 1 mm), fused 
silica glass (FS) (thickness –2 mm) and ultraviolet fused sil-
ica glass (UVFS) (thicknesses –3 mm and 0.5 mm) samples. 
The samples were covered with a thin water film created by 
injecting water through a nozzle. The thickness of this film (l1) 
was varied by controlling the speed of the water flow along the 
surface of the sample through variation of pressure inside the 
nozzle.   Due to   surface    tension effects  the   water  film  is

Fig. 2: Simplified schematic drawing of the fabrication process when
material modifications, created in the bulk of the glass with 
femtosecond filament, are later etched in HF acid.

thicker at lower water flow rates, and thinner at higher flow 
rates. The thickness of this film was measured by shining a 
beam from a green laser pointer onto the surface of the water 
film at an angle of about 45 degrees and measuring how the 
position of the reflected beam (from the water layer) changes 
on a CCD camera. It was found that the thickness of the film 
can be determined to an accuracy better than 10 µm. Typi-
cal writing parameters were chosen as follows: average pulse 
power – 4.7 W, pulse duration – 280 fs, repetition rate – 25 kHz
– 100 kHz, wavelength – 1030 nm, focal spot diameter– 55 µm.

Two types of experiments were conducted: (1) material 
modification via filamentation in the glass sample (without the 
additional water layer (l1 = 0)) and subsequent chemical etch-
ing, and (2) filament formation in the water film and material 
removal via glass surface ablation. By varying the thickness of 
the water, different results were obtained. For comparison, an 
experiment of glass ablation without the water layer was also 
carried out.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Filament induced modification formations and etching

Fig. 3: Typical modified birefringent regions (left,middle) and an
etched-out region (right) in fused silica. These sort of modifi-
cations form after a hundred sample translations at a scanning 
speed equal to 10 mm/s, the lenght of these modified chan-
nels was set to 6 mm overall equaling to a fabrication time 
of 1 minute. The repetition rate was set to 100 kHz, other 
parameters were the same as stated in section 2.

It is well known that three types of modifications can be 
induced in fused silica with femtosecond laser pulses: homoge-
neous refractive index change (so called Type I modification), 
birefringent modifications (Type II) and voids or micro cracks 
(Type III) [23, 24]. It was shown that modification of Type II 
could be up to 300 times more prominent to chemical etching 
(in HF acid) than that of Type I, i.e. the modified regions dis-
solve in acid 300 times faster than unmodified regions [25]. The 
exact reasons for the formation of Type II modifications is still 
a debatable topic however studies have shown [25] that these 
modifications can be attributed to nano crack formations in the 
laser affected zones. These nano cracks help the etchant to pen-
etrate into the glass and ultimately dissolve the laser affected 
zones faster. If insufficient energy is deposited (absorbed) in
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the volume then the nanocracks will not form and the etchant 
will have a uniform effect throughout the sample. If too much 
energy is absorbed, voids (Type III modifications) develop and 
the required nano crack formation will be disrupted. Therefore 
a range of pulse energies are present (given specific focusing 
conditions) that are usable for Type II modification formation. 
This technique can be used for hollow 3D channel or pattern 
integration in selected transparent materials [26] and widely ap-
plicable for microfluidic sensor fabrication [13]. Such behavior 
can be also utilized for rapid drilling with filaments. A simpli-
fied schematic drawing of the steps required for this process is 
given in Fig. 2.

Type II modifications are observable (in our experimental 
setup) at a wide range of laser parameter values. The modifica-
tions presented here were formed using a laser repetition rate of 
100 kHz, and an average laser power equaling 4.7 W. The focal 
position was set to be approximately 2 mm beneath the surface 
of the sample. By varying focal position (actual position of the 
laser focus relative to the surface of the sample), pulse energy 
or repetition rate, filament formation and hence, birefringent 
modifications (Type II) are induced at different positions rela-
tive to the surface of the sample. In this way, modified regions 
ranging from several hundred micrometers to several millime-
ters in length could be achieved. Thus, modified regions can 
be extended when filamentation is employed. Changes in focal 
position alter the fluence at the surface of the sample, therefore 
self-focusing is either more or less pronounced. However, elec-
tron plasma generation at higher depths is weaker, due to the 
longer length that the laser pulse has to travel prior to filamen-
tation, thus the homogeneity of a long channel is compromised. 
Long modified regions can also be achieved by varying the repe-
tition rate of the laser, but keeping the average laser power (such 
features are present in such laser systems as Pharos) and focal 
position constant. Change in repetition rate gives change to the 
energy of the pulse, which varies the position of the filament 
due to more or less pronounced self-focusing. By scanning the 
beam with different laser repetition rates, long channels can 
be formed without the need of focal position change (in our 
case, the optimal focal position was 2 mm below the sample’s 
surface). These results are obtained again due to the different 
fluence values hitting the surface of the sample.

When observing modified fused silica samples using a cross-
polarized optical microscope mode, by presence of induced 
optical birefringence we can identify that these modifications 
are Type II modifications (Fig. 3). In contrast, soda-lime glass 
samples did not posses such modifications and only color cen-
ter formation were apparent. Volumetric Type II modifications 
are observable only in some materials (fused silica, sapphire) 
while other glasses do not posses this property. This shows 
that nano crack formations are also influenced by the chemical 
composition of the material [27].

After inducing modifications in both types of glasses, the 
samples were submerged in a 5% (volume percentage) HF acid 
solution for 6 hours. Fused silica samples showed several hun-
dred micrometers deep etched-out channels, whereas soda-lime

glass tends to dissolve evenly through out the whole sample. 
Fig. 3 (right) illustrates an etched-out channel in fused silica 
glass after 6 hours of etching. It is important to note, that 
this channel was etched-out from the sample’s back surface. 
Despite what focal position or pulse energy was chosen, modi-
fied regions that start from the front surface were not achieved. 
Modified channels that are in contact with the surface (front or 
back) are essential for the application of this method in order 
for the etchant to have any desirable effect, i.e. if the modified 
channel is formed only in the bulk (shielded by unmodified re-
gions) then the etchant can not reach the laser processed regions 
and selective material removal can not be carried out and the 
whole sample dissolves evenly. It is worth pointing out that 
6 hours of etching is a relatively long time and the entire pro-
cess may appear as extremely slow, however if a great quantity 
of samples are prepared (modifications are formed within the 
samples) then they can be submerged simultaneously and the 
etching time will fade in comparison to the time required to 
make the modifications. Therefore if modified channels could 
be prepared quickly enough then the entire process can be time 
efficient when greater quantities of samples are prepared.

A dependency on the beam scanning speed was noticed. 
Type II modifications tended to form at relatively slow scan-
ning rates. It is known that Type II modifications form most 
efficiently during multipulse exposure [28], therefore, slower 
scanning speeds result in increased pulse overlap. Thus in our 
experiments optimal scanning speed was in the range of 1 –
10 mm/s. A through hole with 2 mm diameter was cut in a 0.5 
mm thick UVFS sample by this method in about one minute of 
laser fabrication (plus additional 6 hours of post processing 
etching in HF acid). A modified track (Type II) was formed 
in the bulk of the sample (modified regions are in contact only 
with the back surface) by continuously rotating the laser beam 
along the perimeter of the hole for 1 minute at a 10 mm/s lin-
ear scanning speed (repetition rate – 100 kHz, focused 2 mm 
below the surface). Afterwards, the focal position was shifted 
to the sample’s front surface and ordinary ablation was car-
ried out for 10 seconds with the same parameters in order to 
ablate 50 - 70 µm deep channels to reach the Type II mod-

ified z one. The sample then was chemically etched and the 
through hole was completed. The etching rate was calculated 
to be approximately 0.45 µm/min, which is roughly 200 times 
faster than the unmodified r egions. In addition, through vari-
ation of focal position relative to the surface of the sample a 
4.6 mm long modified channel susceptible to chemical etching 
was fabricated. It is worth mentioning that variation in other 
parameters that were kept constant (see section 2) would yield 
different results. Shorter wavelengths would results in lower 
order nonlinear absorption and a decrease in the critical power 
required for self-focusing, i.e. filamentation would be more 
easily achieved and possibly greater absorption of the energy 
would commence. This in turn would produce modifications 
slightly faster, however the process of at least second harmonic 
generation would produce high energy losses (depending on the 
crystals   chosen  but  as  high  as  50 %)  and  would add to the
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Fig. 4: Different groove depths achieved in soda-lime glass at differ-
ent focal position values and thicknesses of the water layer. 
The focal position is measured from the sample’s surface and 
negative values mean – below the surface. The solid lines are 
guides for the eye.

Fig. 5: Different groove depths achieved in soda lime glass at different
beam scanning speeds and thicknesses of the water layer. The 
focal position was set 2 mm below the surface of the sample. 
The solid lines are guides for the eye.

Fig. 6: Different groove widths achieved at different beam scanning
speeds and thicknesses of the water layer. The solid lines are 
guides for the eye.

complexity of the system therefore the slight increase in 
effi-ciency would not be enough to justify the effort. 
Change in pulse duration and focusing conditions would 
greatly change the intensity of the arriving pulse. This would 
also add to more or less pronounced self-focusing. Since 
lower intensity pulses would result in a lower free electron 
density in the core of the filament, increase in pulse duration 
and decrease in the focal spot diameter would decrease the 
efficiency of the entire pro-cess, in addition, sharper 
focusing conditions would result in greater sensitivity of the 
system.

3.2. Cutting and drilling of transparent materials with 
fem-tosecond filament formed in thin water layer

A different strategy for transparent material drilling is to 
use direct ablation from the top sample’s surface, while the 
ablation in this case is induced by the laser filament. In this 
configuration, chemical post-processing is not necessary (holes 
are drilled on the spot) and the range of the materials that can 
be processed widely increases because this process only mildly 
depends on the chemical composition of the material. As was 
mentioned earlier, the water layer on the top of the sample acts 
as a buffer layer where filamentation appears. Its thickness can 
be controlled by utilizing a variable water flow rate along the 
sample’s surface. In addition, this layer helps reduce thermal 
effects and remove debris from the processed surface. It is 
worth pointing out that the water film can additionally increase 
the ablation rate through a process known as laser-induced 
plasma confinement. The plasma that is being formed at the 
glass sample’s front surface is being confined via the water 
layer, which results in better plasma-target coupling [29, 30] 
and the interaction of the plasma with the glass is being pro-
longed which results in more efficient ablation. By varying the 
focal position and beam scanning rate it is possible to change 
filament position in respect to the sample surface. Therefore the 
key for efficient fabrication is to find the right laser parameters 
that not only produce strong absorption in the sample (efficient 
ablation), but also induce water boiling and evaporation that 
enhances debris removal from the ablated channel. In addition, 
water reduces thermal stress through cooling. Therefore, the 
balance between energy losses in water and in glass is crucial 
for efficient fabrication.

The thickness of the water layer on top of the sample has 
significant impact on groove quality and depth. An investigation 
on how the thickness of the water influences the depth of the 
grooves was carried out. By varying the thickness of the water 
film and keeping the number of sample translations constant 
(number of repetitions at fixed scanning rate) grooves having 
different depths were produced. These results are presented in 
Fig. 4. All grooves were made with parameters depicted in 
section 2 (rep. rate – 25 kHz), while the scanning speed was set 
to 400 mm/s. Each fabricated groove was 6 mm in length and 
the fabrication time of each groove was 10 s. When fabricating 
at relatively high water film thickness values (≥ 1.7mm), the 
maximum groove depth equaled approximately 100 µm. Using 
thinner water layers better results were obtained. Fig. 4 shows 
that  the  maximum  groove depth was achieved at the thinnest
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Fig. 7: Groove depth versus fabrication time while cutting soda-lime
glass using optimal parameters (see text). The length of the 
groove equals 6 mm.

Fig. 8: Typical groove profiles made in soda-lime glass at different
scanning speeds: 50 mm/s (top), 150 mm/s (middle), 500 
mm/s(bottom). Water layer thickness was equal to 0.6 mm.

water layer values (in our experimental setup, the thinnest layer 
was equal to 0.6 mm).

These results could be explained by taking into account the 
nonlinearities of the medium (water) that are invoked due to 
the extreme intensities of these pulses (the critical power for 
self focusing is exceeded roughly by 100 fold in these experi-
mental conditions). Given these conditions due to self-focusing, 
multiphoton absorption and diffraction filamentary propagation 
occurs  after a  certain  distance  from  the  front  surface of the

Fig. 9: Optical image of top surface of the fabricated grooves using
optimal fabrication parameters. Inset shows a SEM image of 
the same area.

water film. These effects are cumulative and require specific 
propagation in the medium to manifest [31]. It was recently 
showed through theoretical modeling that an intense filament 
will appear after 0.5 mm of propagation in water given similar 
experimental conditions and the highest intensity values are 
reached at the starting point of the filament [32]. Therefore 
an increase in the thickness of the water film results in higher 
pulse energy depletion in the water: a thicker water film results 
in decreased ablation efficiency whereas a thinner film gives 
better ablation efficiency results. However if the film thickness 
is less than approximately 0.5 mm it is thought that the ablation 
efficiency will start decreasing again due to insufficient 
propa-gation distance required for filamentation. In our 
experimental setup, the minimal film thickness that was 
achievable was 0.6 mm, thus the expected decrease in 
ablation efficiency when the thickness is lower than 0.6 mm 
could not be experimentaly verified.

The existence of the optimal focal position beneath the sur-
face of the sample can be explained in a similar way: as stated 
electron generation is strongest at the starting point of the fila-
ment, therefore if the filament forms far above the surface of 
the sample higher nonlinear losses are present in the water. The 
optimal focal position – 2 mm beneath the surface of the sample 
means that the filament appears right on top of the surface of 
the sample in the water layer.

A series of experiments were conducted in order to deter-
mine a dependency of scanning speed on resulted groove depths. 
These results are depicted in Fig. 5 (the focal position was cho-
sen as the optimal from the previous experiment). As in the 
previous example, 6 mm length grooves were fabricated in

soda-lime glass, where each groove was processed for 10 s 
at different beam scanning speeds (thus the total exposure per 
groove was constant). Again, a strong dependency on deeper 
grooves is evident at thinner water film thickness values. The 
deepest grooves were achieved at the minimal water film thick-
ness value though an explanation for the maximum depth value 
centered around a particular scanning speed value might be 
more complicated. Bearing in mind that there exists a set of 
optimal conditions at which the efficiency of the fabrication 
process is highest, these conditions yield maximum nonlinear 
absorption  occurring at the sample,  efficient  cleansing of the
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Fig. 10: Cross-section of a 1 mm deep channel drilled in soda-lime
glass. The aspect ratio of this groove equals 20. Also SEM 
images of the top and bottom surfaces are shown.

groove due to cavitation bubble induced cleaning [33], plasma 
confinement, effective cooling of the sample that prevents frac-
turing and etc. All these conditions arise due to different pulse 
overlap values. At a scanning speed equal to 125 mm/s and 
a repetition rate – 25 kHz, 11 laser pulses overlap in series, 
whereas at a scanning speed equal to 675 mm/s, only 3 pulses 
overlap in series. After a series of overlapping pulses the water 
region can be transformed into a mixture of water and vapor 
or vapor. This would explain the increased groove widths at 
low scanning speeds depicted in Fig. 6. At lower scanning 
speeds due to the strong pulse overlap, the water is being evap-
orated faster from the surface of the sample than it can be 
replenished. If this occurs, the material is being removed via 
ablation without water, thus giving wide and shallow groove 
profiles. The actual groove profiles fabricated at different scan-
ning speeds differ widely. An illustration of groove profiles is 
shown in Fig. 8. Grooves fabricated at a scanning speed equal to 
50 mm/s showed relatively wide and shallow profiles, whereas 
grooves fabricated at 500 mm/s are substantially narrower, how-
ever, prone to cracking at the surface. Grooves fabricated at 
150 mm/s were not as prone to cracking as grooves fabricated at 
higher scanning speeds, moreover, these grooves appear deeper 
with steep edges. The deepest grooves were formed using these 
fabrication parameters: focal position- 2 mm beneath the front 
surface of the sample, water film thickness- 0.7 mm, scanning 
speed- 125 mm/s. A typical surface view of a the fabricated 
channel is shown in Fig. 9.

A dependency of groove depth versus fabrication time in 1

Fig. 11: Complex shape objects fabricated in 1 mm thick soda-lime
glass.

mm thick soda-lime glass was studied using the optimal param-
eters and is shown in Fig. 7. This dependence takes the form 
of a logarithmic function and is a result of decreased cleans-
ing efficiency due to increased depth and decreased fluence 
due to higher nonlinear absorption of the laser pulse in the wa-
ter caused by a longer propagation length. Though scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) images showed a surface free of 
cracks observations with an optical microscope revealed that 
crack formations are present in the bulk. The exact reasons why 
these cracks form in the bulk are not entirely understood. After 
drilling through holes (Fig. 10), it can be noted that the width of 
the grooves stays constant at approximately 40-50 µm. A 1 mm 
deep, 6 mm long channel was drilled in soda-lime glass, the 
fabrication of this channel took approximately 40 seconds. This 
demonstrates that relatively quick glass cutting can be achieved 
with this technique, moreover, glass cutting can be implemented 
in any desired shape. As a demonstration a complex form object
– 36 angle sprocket, cut in a 1 mm thick soda lime glass sample
is shown in Fig. 11. All cutting procedure took less than 4 
minutes.

Furthermore, for comparative reasons a glass cutting exper-
iment was conducted without the additional water layer. Here, 
the material removal mechanism is direct ablation by a Gaussian 
beam. The optimal focal position was found to be precisely on 
the surface of the sample. A deepest groove reaching approxi-
mately 200 µm was formed after 10 seconds of laser fabrication 
time, however, further fabrication caused complete shattering 
of the sample (Fig. 12 (right)). Thus, strong crack formations

Fig. 12: Strong crack formations (black areas) after laser fabrication
in soda-lime glass without water. Left– groove profile, 
right–groove top view. The horizontal dark line (right 
picture) is a crack that formed throughout the whole sample 
severing it in two pieces due to thermal stress.
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prevent through hole fabrication. The black areas around the 
laser impingement zone are crack formations caused by thermal 
stress. Due to this thermal stress the sample can shatter entirely 
throughout its whole volume. A dependency on scanning speed 
was not evident in these experiments. These results clearly show 
that the additional water layer on top of the samples sufficiently 
improves cutting efficiency and quality.

4. Conclusion

A fabrication system has been built for rapid cutting of holes
and other complex-shaped objects in fused silica and soda-lime 
glasses with high intensity femtosecond pulse generated fila-
ments. We have showed that the intensity at the core of the 
filament is sufficient to induce structural changes within the 
bulk of transparent materials and cutting can be achieved in 
fused silica by inducing modified regions that are susceptible to 
chemical etching. In addition direct ablation of glass samples 
with laser filaments can be realized by introducing a thin water 
layer above the sample. We showed that such a water layer 
suf-ficiently improves the quality of the cuts, also it decreases 
the processing time. We demonstrated that with such a 
technique it is possible to drill holes with 2 mm diameter in 1 
mm thick soda-lime glass in less than 40 s. The fabrication 
of complex shape objects is also demonstrated.
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